How To Use Feng Shui To Attract
Wealth
Bonus Ebook
Welcome to the How To Use Feng Shui to Attract
Wealth Bonus ebook. As promised your bonus delivers
you the information you need to know about how to
transform the southeastern sector of your house that
directly has to do with making money - whether that area
falls in your kitchen, bedroom, bathroom, living room or
other places in your home.
We have also included instructions on how to make
your very own abundance wreathes to hang on your front
door or mantelpiece as well as give you the meanings
behind the various crystals and gemstones that are said
to have wealth drawing properties.
This bonus book wraps up with two very interesting
rituals that are practiced by the Chinese to make sure
that money is continually circulating in their life. To find
the sections you are most interested in simply peruse the
table of contents below!
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A round crystal ball set on a red stand is ideal to set in
any
Southeastern corner in your home to attract wealth.
www.dragons-gate.com
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Part One: Feng Shui Decor for Wealth
Before you start reading this ebook, I strongly
suggest that you buy yourself a good compass. This is
the only way to truly designate where the various sectors
in your home are located. As described in the Easy Feng
Shui Ebook, the main wealth drawing sectors of your
home are:
The Southeast Sector Prosperity
The South Sector Fame
The North Sector Career
The North East Sector Travel and Mentor
The North West Sector Wisdom and Skills
All of the above sectors sooner or later come into
play when it comes to improving ability to attract money
into your life. However as today are focus is on creating
money we will be mainly focusing on the SOUTHEAST
sector of your home. Use the compass to find out exactly
where this sector, and then start from there.
The Southeast Sector of Prosperity
Use your compass to locate the southeast corner.
This is the area that is directly responsible for your cash
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flow. In what part of your house does your southeast
sector fall? What kind of activities are conducted there?
If your KITCHEN is in your southeast corner then
you might be facing some problems. The Southeast
sector is ruled by the element of water and the stove is a
pretty fiery element. Water puts out fire so you might
want to consider diminishing the fire element by
enhancing your kitchen in other ways.
Fill your spice racks with spices that are known to
draw wealth such as basil, rosemary, cinnamon,
ginger, sage and parsley. Even better are tiny pots of
living herbs or large amounts of these herbs in jars
lined up on your kitchen counter.
Keep large decorative jars of liquids or oils on display
to represent the water element of the Southeast
corner. Olive oil is especially thought to be a money
attracting substance.
Pictures or wallpaper that feature fish, or copper
molds that have a piscine theme will help draw wealth
to you.
Decorate or accent your kitchen with colors such as
red, green or purple, which are associated with the
Southeast corner.
A display of copper or silver plates or cooking utensils
however is very appropriate if your kitchen falls in the
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prosperity corner, as their round shapes resemble coin
shapes.
Avoid setting out big black objects such as a collection
of cast iron frying pans as the prosperity corner is
hostile to the color black. Avoid black shelving as well.
If your BEDROOM falls in the southeast sector then
you are in a fairly lucky position as it is likely that you
will become quite close with your business partnership.
Here on some tips for augmenting a wealth sector that
lands in the bedroom.
Make sure that the headboard of your bed is placed
adjacent to either one of your North, South or
Southeast walls to increase your personal potential to
draw wealth.
A crystal ball represents water. A clear piece of quartz
can help you align you manifest your ambitions while
you sleep.
Try for a green, purple or red color scheme with your
linens, rugs and wallpaper.
A red, green or purple lava lamp can also help you
form successful and friendly business relationships.
Put pictures of your loved ones in round gold or silver
picture frames to encourage love and wealth for them
as well.
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Pictures or statues of Rabbits can increase fertility,
abundance and general prosperity.

Photograph of red lacquer rabbit courtesy of
Feng Shui Consultant Kate Burns
www.feng-shui-shop.co.uk
Ivy wall paper or pots of live ivy can help increase
wealth.
Sentimental objects such as round snowshakers and
glass globes filled with water and sparkles can also
enhance wealth in the bedroom.
If your BATHROOM falls in your southeast sector
then you might have a problem on your hands, especially
if your toilet is located in that sector. Here are a few
suggestions to help remedy that situation.
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The color scheme of your bathroom should be as
gold and silver as possible with red purple and
green accents.
The more faucets, sprayers, water jets and other
things that emit water in the bathroom the better
as these objects represent incoming wealth.
Strategically place mirrors so that these faucets
are reflected but make sure you do not have a
mirror in your bathroom that is reflecting the
toilet.
A round bath mat is better than a square one in
this location.
Avoid leaving the toilet lid open as it is a place
where fortunes are considered to be flushed away.
The same principle applies to drains, which
should remain plugged at all times to prevent a
similar loss of wealth.
If your LIVING ROOM falls in your southeast sector
than you could also have a problem. Many living rooms
contain objects that represent hearths such as
televisions, gas stoves and real fireplaces. In order to
counteract problems that could be caused by having a
living room in your southeast sector try the following:
Use a purple, green and red color scheme. This
applies to lighting as well. Try using lampshades
in those colors or lightbulbs.
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Pictures of fish or sailing boats are appropriate to
hang in the livng room as such scenes represent a
successful journey to success. Make sure these
are not pictures of a stormy sea.
Keep this area very brightly lit and make sure it
has access to as much natural sunshine as
possible. Poverty is created in places where
negative energy can accumulate such as shadowy
nooks and sunken living rooms.
Try to furnish this room with objects that have
rounded as opposed to sharp or square corners.
Round shapes are the best.
Stay away from heavy stone or marble coffee
tables that can act as prosperity blocks -especially if they are big and black.
If your living room has overhanging beams, hang
hollow objects such as wooden flutes or hollow
brass chimes from the ceiling to counteract these
blocks to good chi.
Enhance with area with money drawing plants
such as jade trees and small fruit trees.
Hang a string red, purple or green Christmas or
novelty lights over a hearth year round to
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counteract the effects of the fire energy that it is
contained by the earth.
If you hang art in this area, pastoral or peaceful
landscapes that feature meandering streams and
rolling hills are the best. Avoid art that appears
violent, such as a picture of a great battle or a
picture of a ship battling stormy seas.
A picture or statue of a Whale is thought to bring
prosperity, wisdom and longevity of descendants.
A picture or statue of otters is thought to bring
joy, protection of family and financial success and
an ideal image for a living room in the
southeastern sector.
A painting or photo of a Hippopotamus
represents luck, love, money and prosperity.
A painting or statue of an elephant represents
prosperity and wisdom.
A bubbling fountain or aquarium placed in the
southeast corner of your living room will enhance
the water element associated with prosperity and
bring you good fortune.
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Photograph of bamboo desk fountain courtesy of
www.earthspirits.com
It is extremely auspicious for your HOME OFFICE
to be located in the southeast corner of your home.
Ways to augment this fortunate placement of an office
even more are:
Buy a glass desk to set your computer on. Glass or
plexiglass is more in harmony with your southeastern
position than a heavy black or wooden desk.
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Think ROUND when it comes to purchasing desk
accessories. A round pencil holder is better than a
square one.
The fluidity of glass is comparable to the fluid
movement of water. Feel free to enhance your career
energies by placing glass vases, shelves and bowls in
this area.
This is the perfect place to install a small tabletop
fountain. Avoid stone fountains and opt for ones
made of bamboo.
Place three coins wrapped with red thread or eight
coins wrapped with red thread near your computer,
calculator or phone to enhance success.
Avoid office equipment that is heavy and black
looking. White, silver, gold and metallic objects are
more likely to increase your good fortune then big
square objects.
Try to buy a phone that is white, silver, green, red or
purple instead of black.
A sprig of "spiral bamboo" placed near your work area
can help create good business chi as well as increase
marketing talents.
A statue of the Lucky Millionaire Cat (Chinese) is ideal
to place in your office. This is a ceramic cat with its
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right hand raised that is thought to bring good fortune
to a business.
Images or statues of goldfish are thought to bring
prosperity. A poster boasting eight goldfish and one
black goldfish is thought to bring protection and as
well as prosperity to a business.

This bamboo in a round glass vase filled with water is
the perfect object to enhance prosperity in any southeast
corner.
Photo courtesy of www.luckybamboo.com

Part Two: Crystals and Gemstones for
Prosperity
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Crystals are a big "cure" in Fengshui and of all the
areas in your house, the Southeastern sector is one of the
best to display your rock collection. Here is a list of
semi-precious stones that can be used to raise your
vibration so that you can draw wealth into your personal
sphere.
Agate: increases perceptions, awakens hidden talents
Amber: absorbs negative energy and transforms it into
positive energy calms nerves, healing
Bloodstone:, rapid healing, courage, living in the "here
and now"
Carnelian: dispels laziness, rage, jealousy, envy and
fear, good for acting, writing and creativity
Citrine: money drawing, cheering, clears the aura
Coral: stimulates the imagination and connection to
spirit guides
Cat's Eye: happiness, luck, serenity, protection,
Fluorite: brings order to chaos, helps to see reality
behind illusion
Hematite: improves intellect, protection, transforms
negative energy to the positive,
Jade: money and luck drawing
Lapis Lazuli: esoteric mysteries, channeling,
awareness, intuition
Moonstone: new beginnings, hoping, wishing
Obsidian: grounding, protection, dispels negative
thoughts
raises self esteem
Opal: brings out the best in you, acting from the heart,
invokes visions
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Pearl: faith, charity, innocence integrity, spiritual
guidance
Peridot: attracts friends, cleanses heart, happiness
Pyrite: psychic protection attracts love, friendship
Quartz (clear): balances energy field restores
harmony, intuition,
Quartz (smoky): dissolves negative energies,
resentment, enhances self-esteem, and attracts
business
Sandstone: creativity, building solidarity, social life,
clarity
Topaz: true love, success, joy, attraction,
manifestation, healing
Tourmaline: harmony, unconditional love, intuition,
Turquoise: improves communication, intuition,
creativity, protection, and wisdom
Zircon: strength, virtue, integration of body and mind

A hanging crystal sphere.
www.feng_shui_shop.co.uk

Part Three: Prosperity Wreathes for the Front
Door
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Wreathes are like rings. They represent the
Universal Circle ("Let the circle be unbroken…" as the
song lyric goes) and also the idea of wealth and
prosperity for you and neighbors. Usually they are hung
on the front door, over the fireplace or over the dining
room table to commemorate special occasions or the
changing of the seasons.
To make the frame for your wreath you will need
strong thread, glue and branches from the appropriate
tree. Try to make your wreath from branches you find on
the ground, however if you can't, be sure to thank the
tree if you end up breaking off any its limbs. However,
probably the easiest way is to buy a pre-fabricated frame
for it at Walmart or a local craft store. Most craft stores
sell very nice circular frames made from varnished
grapevines that look very natural and authentic.
A wreath can be complicated and hung with a cornucopia
of herbs, fruits and flowers or it can be as simple as a
grapevine decorated with the colors of prosperity: gold,
silver, red. purple and green.
ABUNDANCE WREATH
This little wreath is beautiful, simple, classy and it
smells great. Use a grapevine armature and intertwine
sprigs of basil, rosemary, thyme, parsley, sage, and bay
leaves. All of these herbs draw wealth to the home. You
may attach small oranges or kumquats. For an added
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dash of spice to your life, stick each orange with pins
which have been threaded with cloves - an orange stuck
with cloves is an ancient way of drawing money to you
fast.
CHINESE PROSPERITY DRAWING WREATH
Use dried or fresh red, orange and yellow
chrysanthemums, which symbolize the harvest,
protection and money. With this one you can use a
Styrofoam board backing to affix the flowers to the
backing. Or you can tie them to a grapevine armature.
Decorate with red ribbons.
CORNUCOPIA OF THE GODS WREATH
Take pine or spruce branches and using wire and
players, twist them into a circle. Decorating this is not
unlike decorating a Christmas tree, only you are going to
attach pomegranates, oranges, walnuts in their shelves,
kumquats, pine cones, acorns, bay leaves and chocolate
covered coins. I like using fresh stuff, but there are many
versions of the wreath that could be made using plastic
replicas of food such as grapes strawberries and oranges.
Finish this masterpiece off with gold, yellow and green
ribbons.
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The traditional Chinese Lucky Red
Envelopes
www.dragons-gate.com

Part Four: Chinese Rituals for Drawing
Prosperity
The Chinese make a habit of keeping a bowl of
change near their cash register or the front door of their
business to make sure that they are always attracting
money into their sphere. Below are two common rituals
that are used to attract wealth and most importantly
create more cash flow.
THE PENNY DANCE
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This is a very simple ritual of unknown origin. All it
involves is setting up a goblet, vase or pretty vessel of
some kind. Every day you add a penny to this vessel to
ensure the proper circulation of money in your life.
When the vessel is full, you start again. The single penny
represents your openness to receiving more wealth in the
future.
THE RED ENVELOPE RITUAL
This is a Chinese tradition that relates to the concept
of tithing. Every time you get a windfall, you are to take
nine cents, nine dollars or ninety dollars and deposit it in
a red envelope. You can find Chinese envelopes, which
are often decorated with images of pears, money ingots
and goldfish in Chinese stores, or you can buy regular
red envelopes. You then put the appropriate amount of
money in the red envelopes and distribute them on the
street for other individuals to find. It helps to write God
Bless You, or Free Lucky Money, May It Multiply For
You on the outside of the envelope. You may also make
out nine checks to favorite charities, stuff them inside
red envelopes and mail them anonymously. This ritual is
about the free circulation of money in your life and is
intended to be anonymously and in a way that nobody
sees you dropping off or hiding the envelopes.
This little ritual encourages you to "let go" of money
so that it can be replaced by "bigger amounts of money"
in the future.
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The Feng Shui Symbol For Wealth
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